
28 Days in February Challenge 2019 

Day 21 Diary / Journal 
Affirmation/Resistance Option 

 

 
 
 “Liberating Expression” 
Kim Anderson 
Canson Cold Press, Watercolor, Micro Pen 
8 x 10 
 
In the world of journaling and art, there are no barriers. I am liberated to simply be a human 
being experiencing and expressing the art of just being. My mind goes in another realm of 
consciousness blocking out all oppressive distractions. I can choose to keep my journals and art 
private or bravely share it publicly and take pride in the fact that it all comes from my own mind 
– the very same mind that the oppressive system didn’t/doesn’t value. At least there is someone 



that does and has always valued it – ME. The De’VIA symbol is now a new realm of dimension 
added to my journaling and art, an amazing month long journey of daily brain challenges and 
expansion to think outside of the box – stepping it up to another level of thought processing. It’s 
liberating and rewarding. 
 
NOTE: This artwork by Kim Anderson ©2019 is shareable with the narrative, please give credit 
to the artist.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
AGB Diary 
Rosemary Edwards 
 
After I read the article about Clarke school abuse. This idea came to me.  
"Feb 16, 1873, Susan kept using her hands to speak. I had to tie her back in the back! Susan 
needs to understand it is best to learn to speak! 
Feb 18, 1873, Susan and Kimmy were caught talking to each others' with their hands! I had to 
lock Susan in the basement and tie Kimmy's hand in the back! 
Feb 28, 1873, Today I put thumbtack on Tommy's tongue. He would not say "car" correctly. My 
patience is getting thin. I must come up on more ideas to punish those deaf children who cannot 
do anything right! 
March 1, 1873, Billy would not listen to me. I had to put him the closet for two hours. I hope he 
learned his lesson." 

 

 



 
Feeling invisible  
Kathey Fisher-Abraham 
my diary, pencil and ink pen 
 
Description : The girl has always felt invisible around her hearing peers and hearing family 
members. Often she cried in pain, feeling unimportant because of her deafness and inability to 
talk. She wrote to her diary, sharing her feelings into the diary. 
 



 
 
Bridget Klein 
Photography  
 
Why? This question I ask myself everyday. Why do I have that kind of struggle? Why am I 
exist? Journal help me to reflection about my experience as Bridget and how I make choices to 
be success in my life.  
 
Image: journals pile up in background and one journal open with left page with drawing of tears. 
The right page is with text "Why." Next to journal is my right arm, my hand is holding the black 
oil pastel and my arm have tattoo "still I rise" 
 
 



 
 
“Dear Diary” 
Rosemary Edwards 
Digital 
 
Description: the young gay girl wrote “dear dairy” (yes, she spelled the word wrong) as she is 
struggling to come out and have difficulty communicating with her parents. 
 



 
 
Diane Squires  


